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ABSTRACT

In this paper we present the features of a Question/Answering
(Q/A) system that had unparalleled performan e in the
TREC-9 evaluations. We explain the a ura y of our system through the unique hara teristi s of its ar hite ture:
(1) usage of a wide- overage answer type taxonomy; (2) repeated passage retrieval; (3) lexi o-semanti feedba k loops;
(4) extra tion of the answers based on ma hine learning
te hniques; and (5) answer a hing. Experimental results
show the e e ts of ea h feature on the overall performan e
of the Q/A system and lead to general on lusions about
Q/A from large text olle tions.
1.

INTRODUCTION

Question/Answering (Q/A) is an IR paradigm for dis overing answers to an open-domain natural language question
from a large olle tion of texts. The task of Q/A did not
appear in the va uum. The rst Q/A systems were developed in the late 70s as interfa es to problem-solving systems
(e.g. Student [18℄ solved algebra problems, Lunar [19℄ allowed geologists to ask questions about moon ro ks). The
tradition of employing Q/A systems as interfa es to expert
systems, using large knowledge bases and reasoning me hanisms ontinues even today. The systems developed within
the DARPA High Performan e Knowledge Bases Proje t
(HPKB) were re ently evaluated through Q/A exer ises in a
narrow domain [2℄. Unfortunately su h evaluations dis ard
textual information that an be pro essed automati ally in
favor of knowledge engineered manually. With the advent of
massive olle tions of on-line do uments, the manual translation of textual information into knowledge bases overing
large numbers of domains is impra ti al. Moreover, the size
of these olle tions impose new Q/A paradigms, robust and
s alable, unlike the Natural Language Pro essing (NLP) systems used in HPKB (e.g. MIT's START [11℄) that impose
massive manual annotations of the texts.
In addition, several theories of Q/A have been developed
in the ontext of NLP or ognitive s ien es. First, we have
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the on eptual theory of Q/A, proposed by Wendy Lehnert
in [12℄, with an asso iated question taxonomy; and then,
we have the me hanisms for generating questions developed
by Graesser & al. in [4℄. However, these theories are not
open-ended. They did not assume large-s ale resour es, and
did not rely on high-performan e parsers, named entity re ognizers or information extra tors, tools developed in the
last de ade under the impetus of the TIPSTER program.
Perhaps the most in uential body of resear h for the urrent open-domain textual Q/A paradigm omes from the
Information Extra tion (IE) te hnology. IE systems parti ipating in the Message Understanding Conferen es (MUCs)
have been quite su essful as extra ting information from
newswire messages and lling database templates with information pertaining to the events of interest. Typi ally, the
templates model queries regarding who did what to whom,
when and where, and eventually why. Like knowledge-based
Q/A systems, IE systems depend on domain knowledge.
When the TREC-8 Q/A tra k initiated evaluations of fa tual questions whose answers an be found within 2 GBytes1
text olle tions, a new Q/A paradigm was imposed. Five
answers of either 50 ontiguous bytes (short answer) or 250
bytes (long answer) were expe ted to be returned to ea h
open-domain natural language question. Finding these answers is made possible by a spe ial form of retrieval, in whi h
the question keywords o ur in the same do ument passage,
as rst reported in [5℄, [14℄. In addition, to be ome answer
andidates, these passages must ontain at least one on ept
of the same semanti ategory as the expe ted answer type.
This novel onstraint imposes the pro essing the question
semanti s before starting the retrieval pro ess. The systems
that performed well in the two TREC Q/A evaluations onsidered very likely that the expe ted answer type is a named
entity, e.g. representing a person, an organization a lo ation
or some other ategory. For this purpose, these systems employed named entity re ognizers, rst developed for the IE
te hnology, whi h operate with human-like performan e.
In this paper we argue that the re ognition of the expe ted
answer type is not the only fa tor that determines high a ura y of a Q/A system. In fa t, we show that keyword alternations of lexi al, morphologi al and semanti nature are
equally important in retrieving the orre t answer. These alternations are implemented as feedba k for several retrieval
loops, showing that in Q/A systems, the IR omponent has
entral usage. In addition we show that answer extra tion
based on ma hine learning te hniques surpasses empiri al
methods. We also des ribe our answer a hing te hniques,
1
In TREC-9, the size of the olle tion be ame 3Gbytes.
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Figure 1: Answer Type Taxonomy

that take into a ount the possibility that a similar question
was previously pro essed.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows.Se tion 2
presents the answer type hierar hy used for nding the expe ted answer type of a vast majority of the test questions.
Se tion 3 elaborates on the retrieval feedba ks that help
dis over the andidate answer passages whereas Se tion 4
details the ma hine learning experiments for extra ting answers. Se tion 5 evaluates the e e ts of the features of our
Q/A system whereas Se tion 6 summarizes the on lusions.
2.

THE ANSWER TYPE TAXONOMY

A text passage ontaining a andidate answer ontains
not only some of the question keywords, but ne essarily one
on ept of the same semanti ategory as the on ept inquired by the natural language question, be it a person's
name, a number, a date, a measure, a lo ation or an organization. We de ne the semanti ategory of the answer as
the expe ted answer type. For open-domain questions inquiring only about entities or events or some of their attributes
or roles, as was the ase with the test questions in TREC8 and TREC-9, an o -line taxonomy of answer types an
be built by relying on vast lexi o-semanti resour es su h
as WordNet [13℄. The WordNet 1.6 database en odes more
than 100,000 English nouns, verbs, adje tives and adverbs
organized in on eptual synonym sets, known as synsets.
Moreover, the nouns and verbs are further organized in hierar hies by Is-A relations and lassi ed into 25 noun ategories and 15 verb ategories.
In building the answer type taxonomy, we followed three
steps:
Æ Step 1: For ea h semanti ategory of nouns or verbs we
manually examined the most representative on eptual nodes
and added them as tops of the Answer Type Taxonomy.
Moreover, we added open semanti ategories orresponding
to named entities. The tops of the Answer Type Taxon-

omy are illustrated in Figure 1. It an be noted that some of
the tops (e.g. Lo ation or Numeri al Value) are further
ategorized, mostly be ause they subsume distin t semanti
types orrespond to ategories identi ed by our named entity re ognizer.
Æ Step 2: Sin e often the expe ted answer type is a named
entity, a many-to-many mapping between the named entity
ategories and the tops of the Answer Type Taxonomy
is required. Figure 2 illustrates some of the implemented
mappings.
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Figure 2: Many-to-many mappings between named
entities and tops of the Answer Type Taxonomy

For example, either an Amount, a Duration or the Speed
are re ognized as Amount expressions by a named entity
re ognizer, whereas on epts of type Money are identi ed
either as Money or Pri e expressions by our named entity
re ognizer.
Æ Step 3: Ea h leaf of the tops implemenented in the Answer Type Taxonomy is manually linked to one or several
subhierar hies from WordNet. Figure 1 illustrates only some
of the hierar hies that generate an answer type lassi ed as
Person. Similar links are en oded for ea h leaf of the Answer Type Taxonomy. These links onne t abstra t onepts, identi ed at Step 1 with sub-hierar hies from WordNet, in whi h on epts are represented as sysnets.
Currently, the Answer Type Taxonomy en odes 8707 En-

Table 1: The most onne ted tops of the
Type Taxonomy.

Answer

Number of onne tions
Person
36
Organization
16
Produ t
10
Dimension
9
City
6
Adje tival synsets and their WordNet satellites are onne ted through theValue-Of lexi o-semanti relations enoded in WordNet. For example, far small and tall are onne ted to the Dimension leaf due to the fa t that they are
values of distan e, size and stature or heigth, respe tively.
Similarly ri h is linked to Money and many to Count.
The Answer Type Taxonomy en odes 153 onne tions
to WordNet sub-hierar hies. 130 of these onne tions link
tops of the taxonomy to WordNet noun sub-hierar hies. Most
of the tops are linked to one or two sub-hierar hies. Table 1 illustrates the tops of the Answer Type Taxonomy
that are onne ted to the most numerous WordNet subhierar hies.
The availability of su h an Answer Type Taxonomy
solves only half of the problem. When an open-domain
natural language question is asked, we need to identify the
question word(s) that determine the expe ted answer type.
Some of the question stems, when present, are unambiguous, e.g. who always asks for a person or an organization.
However, most of the question stems are highly ambiguous,
e.g. what an start a question asking about anything. Some
of the early systems (e.g. [17℄ [1℄ [15℄) implemented rules
that established the orresponden e between the question
stem and the named entity ategory. To our knowledge, our
Q/A system is the rst to employ a wide overage Answer
Type Taxonomy omplemented by a robust me hanism of
identifying the question word that determines the expe ted
answer type.
To determine the expe ted answer type we parse the question and sear h for the word that has a binary head-modi er
dependen y to the question stem. For this purpose we employ our own implementation of Collins' parser [3℄ and use
the dependen y relations learned when training the probabilisti parser. For example, in the ase of TREC-9 question
Q712: What do tourists visit in Reims?, the parse tree of
the question is:
Ea h non-terminal in the parse tree at level two and above
represents a synta ti onstituent. For ea h possible onstituent, there are rules identifying the head hild and propagating it to its parent. In the ase of question Q712 the
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onstru tg.
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propagation identi es the stem what to be a dependent of
the verb visit:
SBARQ (visit)
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In this ase, the expe ted answer type is a typi al obje t
of the verb visit, mapped in the top Landmark from the
Answer Type Taxonomy. Con epts ategorized as landmarks are museums, pala es, astles, athedrals, et . The
identi ation of the question word(s) determining the answer type based on synta ti parses is more a urate than
empiri al methods of asso iating semanti ategories to the
head of the rst phrase or to trigger-words, as employed
in IE systems. Our methodology was su essful in more
than 90% of the TREC test questions, failing only when the
overage of our taxonomy was not suÆ ient. Table 2 illustrates some TREC questions for whi h the expe ted answer
type annot be determined unless a parse of the question is
performed and an extensive answer taxonomy is available.
Table 2 also shows examples of questions for whi h only a
phrasal parse is suÆ ient.
Table 2: Examples of TREC questions and their orresponding expe ted answer types.

Parse

Question

Full
Full
Phrasal
Phrasal

Q003: What does the Peugeot
ompany manufa ture?
Q012: How mu h did Man hester
United spend on players in 1993?
Q265: What's the farthest
planet from the sun?
Who invented the
paper lip?

Expe ted
Answer
Type

Produ t
Money
Planet
Person

In general the expe ted answer type is returned as the
top of the Answer Type Taxonomy. There are however
few ex eptions, that were implemented in our system. One
of them is represented by de nition questions (e.g. Q228:
What is platinum?), whose impli it expe ted answer type
is Definition. The re ognition of Definition questions is
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Figure 3: Retrieval Feedba ks in a Q/A System

based on mat hing a small set of question patterns against
the user's question. Some of the patterns are:
(Q-P1):What fisjareg phrase to de ne ?
(Q-P2):What is the de nition of phrase to de ne ?
(Q-P3):Who fisjwasjarejwereg person name(s) ?
The pro essing of questions asking for de nitions does not
use the expe ted answer type, but it is rather based on the
re ognition of the phrase to de ne and its mat hing one
of the de nition answer patterns. Some of the answer patterns are:
(A-P1):[ phrase to de ne fisjareg℄
(A-P2):[ phrase to de ne , fajthejan g℄
(A-P3):[ phrase to de ne {℄
Examples of questions asking for de nitions are illustrated
in Table 3. These questions were tested during the TREC-9
evaluations.
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have a dynami answer type, determined by the ratio Number of spe ializations/Number of instan es omputed on Word-

What is platinum?
Who is Barbara Jordan?
What is a meerkat?
What is the de nition of hazmat?

Table 3: Questions asking for de nitions.

The other ex eption is represented by the ase when the
number of spe ializations of the question word that determines the expe ted answer type surpasses its number of instan es. For example, the on ept planet has Mars, Pluto,
Jupiter and other stars as spe ializations, and fewer instan es
in the orresponding WordNet hierar hy (e.g. asteroid, morning star). In this ase, the on ept Planet itself be omes
an expe ted answer type. In the same way, the expe ted answer type of question Q581: What ower did Vin ent Van
Gogh paint? is Flower, with su h sub- ategories as rose,
sun ower or petunia. This se ond ex eption is onsidered to

3. RETRIEVAL WITH FEEDBACKS

Finding the answer to a natural language question involves not only knowing what to look for (i.e. the expe ted
answer type), but also where to look for the answer. The
question is expressed with words that an be used in forming
a query for an IR system, that returns sets of text passages,
or paragraphs where the keywords and on epts of the expe ted answer type are found. The parse tree of the question
indi ates also the dependen ies between the question words,
thus imposes an order on the list of keywords that are used
for retrieval. This ordered list an be used to take advantage of a paragraph retrieval implementation that employs
the SMART IR engine [16℄. The well-known disadvantage
of boolean retrieval an be ta kled by dropping some of the
keywords when too few paragraphs are returned, or to add
some keywords when too many meaningful paragraphs are
found. This me hanism of adding/dropping keywords until either an a eptable number of paragraphs is retrieved
or all the list of keywords has been pro essed generates the
rst feedba k in the retrieval me hanism implemented in our
Q/A system and illustrated in Figure 3. The minimal and
maximal number of paragraphs depends on the expe ted
answer type, but generally does not ex eed 500.
Paragraphs that do not ontain the expe ted answer type
are dis arded, after whi h they are parsed and their dependen ies are normalized to obtain the same stru ture as the
question dependen ies. The normalization is an assessment
of the similarity between the question binary dependen ies
and the answer dependen ies. The normalizations involving lexi al, morphologi al or semanti knowledge expand
the question and answer words to a ount for as many sim-

Question

ilarities as possible. The expansion is based on WordNet
paths between on epts from the question and answer, respe tively. An example is:
Q261: What company sells most greetings cards ?

Answer

ORGANIZATION sells greeting cards most

maker
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largest

ORGANIZATION(Hallmark)
"Hallmark remains the largest maker of greeting cards"

We nd an entailment between produ ing, or making and
selling goods, derived from WordNet, sin e synset fmake,
produ e, reateg has the genus manufa ture, de ned in the
gloss of its homomorphi nominalizat ion as \for sale". Therefore the semanti form of question Q261 and its illustrated
answer are similar.
When lexi o-semanti normalizations are not possible, a
se ond feedba k loop is generated, repla ing question keywords with some of their alternations and sear hing for new
relevant paragraphs. The sele ted alternations are based
on the most frequent semanti links used in the paths of
su essful normalizations. The third feedba k retrieval loop
represented in Figure 3 takes pla e when multi-term semanti alternations are allowed in the normalizations. he normalizations used in this Q/A systems are preented in greater
detail in [7℄. Depending on the forms of linguisti knowledge
that are employed, the alternations used in the feedba ks
an be lassi ed as:
Æ Morphologi al Alternations. Based on the spe i ity of
the question keyword that has determined the expe ted answer type we enable all the morphologi al derivations that
are a essible from WordNet. For example, in the ase of
question Q209: Who invented the paper lip? we allow all
the morphologi al alternations of the verb invented. For this
question, the verb was mapped into its nominalization inventor, whi h is in the subhierar hies of the answer type
Person. Therefore, we passed to the retrieval engine the
query:
QUERY(Q209):[paper AND lip AND (invented OR inventor)℄
Æ Lexi al Alternations. WordNet en odes a wealth of semanti information that is easily mined. Seven types of semanti
relations span on epts, enabling the retrieval of synonyms
and another semanti ally related terms. Su h alternations
improve the re all of the answer paragraphs. For example, in
the ase of question Q221: Who killed Martin Luther King?,
by onsidering the synonym of killer, the noun assassin, the
system retrieved paragraphs with the orre t answer. Similarly, for the question Q206: How far is the moon?, sin e
the adverb far is en oded in WordNet as being an attribute
of distan e, by adding this noun to the retrieval keywords,
a orre t answer is found.
Æ Semanti Alternations. Mining from WordNet semanti
knowledge that is not always lo alized in the on eptual
synset allows for semanti alternations. An example was
used in the ase of question Q258: Where do lobsters like to
leave?. Sin e in WordNet the genus of the de nition of the
verb prefer is liking better, the query be omes:
QUERY(Q58):[(lobster OR lobsters) AND (like OR prefer)℄
In this way the likelihood of retrieving the orre t answer is

greatly enhan ed.
The main advantage of using feedba ks instead of expanding the keywords with all possible alternations omes from
the fa t that in WordNet there are many possible semanti
paths between on epts, thus many expansions would not
be ne essary. Moreover, due to the properties of boolean retrieval, if the rst retrieval loop would not be implemented,
the overall pre ision of the Q/A system would be greately
a e ted, resulting in a ura y three times lower than the
one obtained when the loops are a tive.
4. ANSWER EXTRACTION
4.1 A Machine Learning Approach

In our Q/A system the extra tion of the text snippet
where the answer of a question may lie is based on a per eptron model that was trained on the TREC-8 questions and
applied to the TREC-9 questions during the evaluations.
Our learning te hnique is based on the observation that the
results of multiple feedba k loops is always a set of paragraphs, in whi h at least one paragraph may ontain the
orre t answer. Typi ally, the ardinality of the set of paragraphs is between 500 and 3000. Any sorting algorithm,
e.g. qui ksort an order this set of paragraphs if a omparison fun tion is provided. The goal of the TREC Q/A
evaluations is to return ve ordered text snippets that represent the most likely answers to a given question. Therefore
we need to sort all the paragraphs and return the rst be
paragraphs from whi h the text snippets an be extra ted.
To learn the omparison fun tion, we have experimented
with numerous possible features and obtained the best results for the following seven features:
1℄ SP the number of question words mat hed in the same
phrase as the on ept of expe ted answer type;
2℄ SS the number of question words mat hed in the same
senten e as the on ept of expe ted answer type;
3℄ FP : a ag set to 1 if the on ept of expe ted answer
type is followed by a pun tuation sign, and set to 0 otherwise;
4℄ OCTW : the number of question words mat hes separated from the on ept of expe ted answer type by at most
three words and one omma;
5℄ SWS : the number of question words o urring in the
same order in the answer text as in the question;
6℄ DTW : the average distan e from the on ept of expe ted answer type to any of the question word mat hes;
7℄ NMW : the number of question words mat hed in the
answer text.
To train the per epron we onsidered pairs of andidate answers. In the training phase, one of the paragraphs always
ontains the orre t answer whereas its opponent is a paragraph returned by the multi-feedba k retrieval. GivenP1the
pair of paragraphs ( 1 2 ), we ompute  SP = SP
P2
P1
P2 ;  FP = P1
P2
FP P FP ;
SP ;  SS = P SS
SS
P
1
2
1
 OCTW = OCTW
;  SWS =
P2 ;  DTW = P1 OCTW
P2 ; and nally SWS
NMW
SWS
DTW
DTW
P1
P2
= NMW
NMW . The per eptron omputes a relative
omparison s ore, given by the formula:
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The per eptron learns the seven weights as well as the
value of the threshold used for future tests on the remaining 793 TREC-9 questions. We obtained the following values for the seven weights: SWS = 12 458484; FP =
4 411543; OCTW = 3 1648636; SP = 4 461322; SS =
22 148517; NMW = 42 286851; DTW = 49 9721809141.
The learned value of the threshold is -15.0518481056.
At the test phase, given any pair of paragraphs, when
the value of the resulting pair is positive, the omparison
fun tion sele ts the rst paragraph, otherwise it hoses the
se ond one. In addition, we found that prior to the extra tion, the ordering of the paragraphs has signi ant e e t on
the overall performan e of the Q/A system. To order the
paragraphs we used again a per eptron, but this time we
employed only four features. The de nition of these four
features depends on the notion of paragraph-window, rst
de ned in [14℄. Paragraph-windows are determined by the
need to onsider separately ea h mat h of the same keyword in the same paragraph. For example, if we have a set
of keyword fk1, k2, k3, k4g and in a paragraph k1 and k2
are mat hed ea h twi e, whereas k3 is mat hed only on e,
and k4 is not mat hed, we are going to have four di erent
windows, de ned by the keywords: [k1-mat h1, k2-mat h1,
k3℄, [k1-mat h2,k2-mat h1, k3℄, [k1-mat h1, k2-mat h2, k3℄,
and [k1-mat h2, k2-mat h2, k3℄. A window omprises all the
text between the lowest positioned keyword in the window
and the highest position keyword in the window. Figure 4
illustrates the four windows for our example.
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We obtained the following values for the three weights:
-163.20379; NMW =-11.482971
and the threshold has the value 72.88456. At testing time,
when the relative order measure pair is positive, the rst
paragraph pre edes the se ond one, otherwise their order is
reversed.
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4.2 Answer Caching

Before initiating the sear h for a question answers, we
onsidered that it is very possible that the same question or
a very similar one has been posed to the system before, and
thus those results an be used again. To nd su h a hed
questions, we measure the similarity to the previously proessed questions and when a reformulation is identi ed, we
onsider all question reformulations and their orresponding
answers. To lassify questions in reformulation groups, we
su essively built a similarity matrix M. When a new question is posed, a new row and a new olumn is added to M,
ontaining ags signifying whether the new question is similar to any of the previous questions. Figure 5 represents the
similarity matrix M for six questions that were su essively
posed to our Q/A system. Sin e question reformulations
are transitive relations, if at step questions i and j
are found similar and i already belongs to R, a reformulation lass previously dis overed (i.e. a group of at least two
similar questions), then question j is also in luded in R.
Figure 5 illustrates the transitive losures for reformulations
at ea h of the ve steps from the su ession of six questions.
To be noted that at step 4 no new similarities were found ,
thus 5 is not found similar to 4 at this step. However,
at step 5, sin e 6 is found similar to both 4 and 5 , 4
results similar to all the other questions but 3 .
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Figure 4: Four answer windows de ned on the same
paragraph.

Figure 5: Building reformulation lasses with a similarity matrix.

For ea h paragraph window we ompute the following
s ores:
1℄ SWS omputes the number of words from the question that are re ognized in the same sequen e in the urrent
paragraph-window.
2℄ DAW represents the number of words that separate the
most distant keywords in the window.
3℄ NMW omputes the number of unmat hed keywords.
This measure is identi al for all windows from the same paragraph, but varies for windows from di erent paragraphs.
The formula employed by the per eptron that learns how to
order paragraphs by their paragraph-window s ores is:

The similarity between two questions is omputed by testing possible Lexi al relation between pairs of ontent words.
Either identity between the words or one of the following
three possible relaxations of Lexi al relation are allowed: (a)
ommon morphologi al root (e.g. owner and owns, from
question Q742: Who is the owner of CNN? and question
Q417: Who owns CNN? respe tively); (b) WordNet synonyms (e.g. gestation and pregnan y from question Q763:
How long is human gestation? and question Q765: A normal human pregnan y lasts how many months?, respe tively)
or ( ) WordNet hypernyms (e.g. the verbs ere t and build
from question Q814: When was Berlin's Brandenburg gate
ere ted? and question Q397: When was the Brandenburg
Gate in Berlin built? respe tively).
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Figure 6: Results of the TREC-9 evaluations.
5.

EVALUATION

To measure the performan e of our Q/A system we start
from the TREC-9 human-assessed evaluations of our submitted results. In TREC, for ea h question the performan e
was omputed by the re ipro al value of the rank (RAR)
of the highest-ranked orre t answer given by the system.
Given that only the rst ve answers were onsidered in the
1
TREC evaluations, if the RAR is de ned as
= rank
its value is 1 if the rst answer is orre t; 0.5 if the se ond
answer was orre t, but not the rst one; 0.33 when the
orre t answer was on the third position; 0.25 if the fourth
answer was orre t; 0.2 when the fth answer was orre t
and 0 if none of the rst ve answers were orre t. The
Mean Re ipro al Answer Rank (MRAR) is used to ompute the overall performan e of the1 systems
parti ipating in
1
the TREC evaluation
= n (Pni rank
) In addition,
TREC-9 imposed the onstraint that an answer is onsidered orre t only when the textual ontext from the do ument that ontains it an a ount for it. When the human
assessors were onvin ed this onstraint was satis ed, they
onsidered the RAR to be stri t, otherwise, the RAR was
onsidered lenient. Table 4 summarizes the MRARs provided by NIST for our Q/A system. Figure 6 shows the
results of the TREC-9 Q/A evaluations. It shows that our
system, marked LCC-SMU had mu h better performan e than
the other Q/A systems.
The rst feature that we onsidered in our evaluation was
the pre ision and overage of our te hnique of nding the
expe ted answer type. Table 5 lists the breakdown of the
answer type Categories re ognized by our model as well
RAR

M RAR

i

i

Table 4: NIST-evaluated performan e

MRAR MRAR
lenient
stri t
Short answer 0.599 0.580
Long answer 0.778 0.760

as the overage and pre ision of the re ognition. Currently
our Answer Type Taxonomy en odes 8707 on epts from
129 WordNet hierar hies, overing only 81% of the expe ted
answer types. This shows that we have to ontinue en oding
more top on epts in the taxonomy and link them to more
WordNet on epts. The re ognition me hanism had better pre ision than overage in our experiments. Moreover
a relationship between the overage of answer type re ognition and the overall performan e of answer mining, as illustrated in Table 5. The experiments were ondu ted by
using 736,794 on-line do uments from Los Angeles Times,
Foreign Broad ast Information Servi e, Finan ial Times AP
Newswire, Wall Street Journal and San Jose Mer ury News.
Besides evaluating the overage of our Answer Type
Taxonomy we have been interested in analyzing the multifeedba k retrieval and its e e t on the overall performan e.
Table 6 lists the quantitative analysis of the feedba k loops.
Loop 1 had not only the largest possible number of feedba ks
but also the largest average number of feedba k. Moreover,
the overall average number of feedba ks indi ate that they
port little overhead to the Q/A system.
More interesting is the qualitative analysis of the many
e e ts of the feedba k loops on the Q/A evaluation. In the

Table 7: Tests of answer extra tion a ura y on the same test set

Test
S ore
S ore
Nr. questions Nr. questions
set (No learning) (With learning) (learning worse) (learning better)
Set1
0.887
0.892
3
3
Set6
0.370
0.580
3
9
Table 8: Cross-validation experiments for answer extra tion. Set1 is the training set

Test
S ore
S ore
Nr. questions Nr. questions
Set (No learning) (With learning) (learning worse) (learning better)
Set2
0.925
0.938
1
2
Set3
0.703
0.697
9
8
Set4
0.306
0.396
5
8
Set5
0.361
0.587
2
9

Table 5: Results for the identi ation of the Expe ted Answer Type.

(# Questions)
Pre ision Coverage
(64)
91%
84%
Top
(439) 79%
74%
Dynami answer ategory (17)
86%
79%
# Answer Taxonomy Answer Type Q/A Pre ision
Tops
Coverage
8
44%
42%
22
56%
55%
33
83%
78%
Category
Definition
Answer Taxonomy

Table 9: E e t of feedba ks on a ura y. L1=Loop
1; L2=Loop 2; L3=Loop 3.

L1
No
Yes
No
Yes
No
Yes
No
Yes

Table 6: Number of feedba ks on the TREC test
data

Average Maximal
number number
Loop 1 1.384
7
Loop 2 1.15
3
Loop 3 1.07
5

overall, the pre ision in rease substantially when all loops
were enabled. Individually, the e e t of Loop 1 was an a ura y in rease of over 40%, the e e t of Loop 2 had an
enhan ement of more than 52% while Loop 3 produ ed an
enhan ement of only 8%. Table 9 lists also the ombined
e e t of the feedba ks, showing that when all feedba ks are
enabled, for short answers we obtained an MRAR of 0.568,
an in rease of 76%, whereas for long answers it was 0.737,
whi h is an in rease of 91%. Be ause we also used the answer a hing te hnique, we gained more than 1% for short
and almost 3% for long answers, obtaining the result listed
in Table 4.
In addition, lexi al alternations were used only for 129
questions whereas semanti alternations we employed for
175 questions of the total of 890 TREC questions.
To evaluate the answer extra tion approa h based on mahine learning, we used separately 195 fa t-seeking questions, 179 questions are sele ted from the TREC-8 and TREC9 Q/A tra k evaluation questions, and 17 questions are realworld questions that were submitted to sear h engines. Table 10 illustrates the six sets of questions onsidered for the
answer extra tion evaluations..
First, we tested the a ura y of the extra ted answers
based on the per eptron models as opposed to those extra ted by using manually assigned weights. Table 7 shows
that the learned weights provide a better answer ranking

Set

L2
No
No
Yes
Yes
No
No
Yes
Yes

L3 MRAR MRAR
short long
No 0.321 0.385
No 0.451 0.553
No 0.490 0.592
No 0.554 0.676
Yes 0.347 0.419
Yes 0.488 0.589
Yes 0.510 0.629
Yes 0.568 0.737

Table 10: Six test question sets
Sour e
Nr. Questions

Set1 TREC-8 (subset1-tre 8)
Set2 TREC-8 (subset2-tre 8)
Set3 TREC-9 (subset1-tre 9)
Set4 TREC-9 (subset2-tre 9)
Set5 TREC-9 (subset3-tre 9)
Set6 real questions (external-set)

40
40
50
27
21
17

as opposed to the ranking provided by manually-sele ted
weights.
We also evaluated the exa tness of the answer extra tion
by ross-validating the ranking learned on the rst set on
the other sets. The performan e of the learned ranking
me hanism, versus its empiri al version is shown in Table 8.
Consistently the learned weights allow for better ranking.
Whenever the orre t answer is not s ored empiri ally on
the rst position, e.g. for Set4 and Set5, learning improves
the pre ision s ore by 9.6% and 22.6% respe tively. Conversely, when the returned answers are lose to ideal, learning has a smaller impa t on pre ision, yet it improves it for
Set2 by 1.3%. Set3 is an ex eption be ause the pre ision
s ore is slightly lower with learned weights. However, even
in this ase, the ratio of the number of questions answered
with improved a ura y over the number of questions answered with lower a ura y is lose to 1 (9 questions re eive
worse RAR whereas 8 questions re eive better RAR).
6. CONCLUSION

This paper has presented a Q/A system that ombines
a wide- overage me hanism of identifying the expe ted answer type of open-domain natural language questions with

a novel, multi-feedba k retrieval s heme that brings forward
paragraphs ontaining andidate answers. Evaluations indiate that the answer type taxonomy has over 90% pre ision
and its overage an be enhan ed by relying on large, opendomain linguisti resour es su h as WordNet. A major ontribution to the overall performan e of the Q/A system is
a ounted by the three feedba k loops implemented in the IR
me hanism. The results show that when all these feedba ks
are enabled an enhan ement of almost 76% for short answers and 91% for long answers, respe tively, is rea hed. In
addition, a small in rease is produ ed by relying on a hed
answers of similar questions. Our results so far indi ate that
the usage of feedba ks that produ e alternations is signi antly more eÆ ient than multi-word indexing or annotations of large orpora with predi ate-argument information.
In addition, this paper presents a new method of extra ting
answers, based on ma hine learning te hniques.
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